The U.S. Army awards Offset Systems Group $829M IDIQ contract

Huntsville, AL - January 29, 2021: The Mission & Installation Contracting Command - Fort Sam Houston awarded Offset Systems Group, LLC (OSG) one of multiple prime contracts supporting Headquarters Installation Management Command (HQ IMCOM) on the Support Base Services (SBS) indefinite-delivery, indefinite-quantity (IDIQ) program which is valued at $829 million over a ten year period of performance. SBS is designed to provide installation augmentation services without creating the excess permanent capability for Installations supporting mobilization, deployments, redeployments and demobilization in the continental U.S., Hawaii, Alaska, and Puerto Rico. Services ordered through this SBS contract will minimize the number of mobilized Reserve Component (RC) units and Soldiers providing non-inherently Governmental functions addressed in the twelve task areas of the performance work statement.

The SBS contract is designated as the primary installation vehicle to acquire augmentation of support base services that exceed the installations’ organic capabilities during named and expeditionary operations.

"Operational support and mobilization of the Warfighter and their stakeholders is a paramount effort requiring the best we can possibly provide," said TJ Wright, managing member of OSG and president of Offset Strategic Services. "Our first-hand expertise both on and off the field enables us to excel in this partnership and brings great value to our nation’s Soldiers."

This will be the first prime contract win for OSG as an All-Small Mentor Protégé Program Joint Venture formed by Yorktown Systems Group, Inc., owned by a Service-Disabled Veteran, and Offset Strategic Services, LLC, a certified Service-Disabled Veteran-Owned Small Business (SDVOSB).

"A core focus behind OSG is to equip our Armed Forces with unsurpassed tools that set them up for success - whether that be on the field or in the office. The opportunity for us to be recognized alongside our counterparts on this IDIQ is an honor and great testament to our team's hard work and success," said Bryan Dyer, the minority member of OSG and president and chief executive officer of Yorktown Systems Group.

About Offset Systems Group, LLC
OSG’s mission is to advance outcomes supporting the Department of Defense (DoD) and Federal customers conducting, managing, and sustaining operations in the most complex environments. OSG’s performance is backed by Industry recognized benchmarks of CMMI, ISO 9001: 2015, ASQ Certified Quality Auditing, Army Certified Lean Six Sigma Blackbelts, DCAA Approved Accounting Systems, and DAWIA PM III, S&T, Engineering & Logistics professionals. To learn more about OSG, visit www.offsetsystemsgroup.com.